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Popular Home

27 BACK-YARD PROJECTS
A BUDGET-WISE CABIN
MODERNIZING MAGIC

Chula Vista Lumber Co.
getting started right
will make it yours for years...

come in now and let us help you...

The difference between the common and the uncommon is usually just a matter of knowing how. So when you build or modernize your home, get the expert advice that can give it real individuality... can make it really yours!

Our professional experience... practical ideas and shortcuts... information on new methods—all this we give you without cost!

See us for the materials you'll need, too—You'll find them all here and at reasonable prices.
Here's a choice of 27 easy-to-build projects to help you... make the most of LIVING OUTDOORS.

This is the wonderful season when the reborn beauty of nature beckons everyday living toward the outdoors; when families, joining in the country-wide boom to live next to nature, are busy planning and working to make the most of it in their own back yards.

Once the advantages and enjoyment of outdoor companionship have been recognized, it's time to make some family decisions. How does your yard stack up? How would you like to use it? Considering the house and property, what could you do with a patio, an outdoor fireplace, decorative fences, new walks... a garden or a play yard?

Take, for example, the three typical yards shown here. There's one for the family of loungers with an interest in a small vegetable garden; a formal, well-planted yard for avid gardeners, and a casual, rugged yard for the active, sports-minded family with children. The way each yard was planned and developed makes it best suited to a particular way of life.

To help you in the great return to nature, these five pages offer outstanding ideas that can be combined to suit your style of living, and to enhance your house and property. Easy and inexpensive to build, they are ideal projects for the home handyman. Consider them as you make your plans. Then let your building materials dealer help you do the job right, and make the most of living outdoors!
LIVING OUTDOORS

(Continued)

Center of attention in almost every yard should be a patio complete with built-in or portable barbecue. A good example is this rear-corner fireplace with patio of precast concrete slabs, masonry planter beds and high fence of 1x12 boards on 4x4 posts to provide privacy. You can get a free plan for building a similar unit, the famous BarbeQueen (page 7).

HOME OF MR. & MRS. JACK BuchTER
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A PATIO . . . for parties and play

HOME OF MR. & MRS. FREDERICK M. COLEMAN

A popular choice is to place formal patio adjacent to house with wall of windows (left). Paved with brick laid on 4-in. bed of sand, it has free-form shape that complements curving flower beds. Yard-size patio (above) is of poured concrete with openings for planting. It's ideal for the active family which prefers minimum maintenance to a garden.
Build for shelter and shade...

Tame the elements by selecting locations where an overhead trellis can give shade from the sun and a fence will control prevailing breezes. Pool-side patio and shelter (above) uses 2-in. stock lumber for platform and roof, with fence of 1-in. thick boards. At the right (and on the cover) are the pleasant results of converting an ordinary side driveway into a secluded patio screened with a lath trellis and fence, and equipped with brick planters.

Plan a place to work...

Gifted with a green thumb? A beautiful garden is easier to maintain with the help of a well-equipped work center. It can be a simple wood and glass shelter with potting benches as shown here, an enclosed outdoor storage unit (page 7), or a table and bins in the garage. Good locations are in rear corner of property, as screen wall for carport, or adjacent to house or garage. Ask the advice of your lumber dealer on construction and materials.
...and finish with flowers and fences

Fences are friendly when well-designed, carefully built and used with a purpose. Unusual types, but simply built, are the short screen (above) that has a 2x6 frame filled with narrow wood strips 1 in. thick, and the yard perimeter fence (right), with 1x2's fastened in alternate pattern to 2x4 rails. Both fences have 4x4 posts spaced four feet apart.

Striking and practical is the woven bamboo fence (left), that screens yard from driveway and street. Same framing could be covered with open fence wire and used as an arbor for foliage plants. Board fence (above), takes on new beauty when center rails form pattern with staggered openings. Get Handyman Plan No. 352 on how to build wood fences. It's free from dealer named on covers.
Plants on parade enhance the natural beauty of any patio. Box of sawtooth design (above), built of 1x12 boards, is good for use under window or as border between patio and lawn. Individual plant container (below) has box of 2x12 planks, 2x4 cradle and 2x6 mitered top frame. Wood used for planters should be redwood or cypress treated with preservative and fastened with aluminum nails.

Back-yard beauties are the colonial-style planter (above) for low-growing plants such as ivy, and the interesting trellis (below), of 1x2 strips fastened to 2x4 cleats on garage wall. Other outstanding planter and trellis designs are detailed in the new Yard and Garden Projects Handyman Plan. Get your free copy at the firm named on the covers.

**13 FREE PLANS for Outdoor Living Projects**

Now is the time for improvement projects that will make living outdoors more enjoyable. Here are time-tested POPULAR HOME projects, including the new Yard and Garden Projects Plan No. 363 (planters, trellises, seats, pergola, hot bed and many more ideas). All were especially designed for you to build.

- **Stack 'n Snack** picnic table and benches—stack table on benches for eating, then separate all three for seating.
- **Outdoor Furniture**—5 pieces; Fresh-Air Chair and Lean-Back Lounge, Chair-Side and Terrace Tables, and unique Cooler Cart.
- **BarbeQueen** fireplace—a chef's delight. Has handy work counters, storage compartment with shelf.
- **Wheel-A-Meal** table and garden cart—has swivel top with drop leaves, and storage shelf. Seats four.
- **Picnic King** table bench—top up, it's a table; down, it's a bench. Build a pair!
- **Out Door Storage**—1½x12-ft. Work Center to build in the yard or next to house or garage; also garage storage.
- **Little Alamo** play house—for your "Davy Crockett" pioneers. Has blockhouse, firing platforms and gate.
- **Climber Cottage**—to play in and climb on; for safe and wholesome fun.
- **Wood Fences**—specialty and conventional types; layout, construction and materials; how to build gates.

**How to get started?** The above projects and many more, are featured in the Handyman Plans offered by the building materials dealer named on the covers. Take your choice from his counter-top Handyman Library—and get the materials while you're there!
A FOND DREAM for most families is a vacation retreat in the woods or by the water's edge, where nature at its best brings relaxation from the tempo of everyday living. But what happens? Too frequently, mom and dad and the children must pass up seasons of pleasure because the budget won't budge for that long-wanted cottage.

If dollars haven't matched dreams for your summer home, you may find the problem answered with Hideaway Lodge—ready to sleep five to eight persons, as comfortable and efficient as a year-round home. Architects Lee Mielke and Larry Smith designed it for Popular Home with two chief objectives: economy and simplicity of construction. They worked out a special variation of the post-and-beam system of framing (see next page), that makes it possible for the family handyman, with local help, to build and enclose the cottage in a few days. Then while "camping" in the lodge, interior finishing can be completed the first season.

How to have a Hideaway Lodge for your family? Low-cost building blueprints (No. PH 13-3D) are available from the friendly firm named on the covers. Visit them soon — and while you're there, ask about the quality materials that will make your lodge an investment — good for a lifetime of family fun!
Right for relaxing in any vacation spot is Hideaway Lodge (left) with window wall of living room and outside deck taking in the view. Living area also serves as porch when windows are hinged up from screened openings. Other features are the rear extension of roof for covered carport and play area, utility storage compartment adjacent to main entrance, and extra entrance to bathroom from the outside. Compact bedrooms each sleep two persons. Exterior beauty is assured with Pastel Grey roof of USG Thick Butt asphalt shingles and GLATEX asbestos cement siding in Canyon Brown.

How to build

HIDEAWAY LODGE on a Budget

From the foundation up, construction of Hideaway Lodge has been simplified by careful design. Conventional methods are used to construct concrete piers and floor platform of 2x4 joists covered with plywood sub-floor, but simplified and economical post-and-beam assembly is specified for walls and roof. Front and back walls of cottage (below) consist of a 2x4 plate, posts spaced 4 ft. on center (built up of two 2x4's and a 1x4), and 2x4 rafters at beam line. Window and door openings are structural and fit into 4-ft. modular system. For beauty and fire resistance, SHEETROCK gypsum wallboard with PERF-A-TAPE Joint System was chosen for most interior walls. On the exterior, siding is applied over USG Insulating Sheathing with SHADOW-LOCK Attachment System.

Framing for roof goes rapidly after walls are erected. With ridge beam set, built-up roof beams are fastened to it and posts, 2x4 stringers are added and roof (below) is sheathed. Final step to enclose lodge is application of USG Thick Butt Asphalt Shingles over layer of asphalt saturated felts. Now interior finishing can begin. First step is to staple batts of RED TOP Insulating Wool to stringers, then erect ceiling of SHEETROCK gypsum wallboard. When interior walls are in place, lodge is ready to be decorated.

Wide-open windows are one of best features of Hideaway Lodge. Sketch at right shows how stock "utility" sash for front-view wall are double-hinged, folded, and raised to ceiling with cord and pulley arrangement. Fixed screens protect openings. Other windows, of same type sash, open outward from screened openings. See the local firm named on the covers for all the materials for your Hideaway Lodge!

Ready for fun is the family area with dining alcove (left) adjacent to efficient kitchen of the Dwyer type (7 ft. unit complete with sink, stove, refrigerator and cabinets). Living room gains distinction with feature wall of Panel SHEETROCK gypsum wallboard as background for optional, prefabricated fireplace and chimney. Adding to feeling of spaciousness in this compact cottage is the high, beamed gypsum board ceiling and low bedroom partitions. Wall over couch-bed (above) is versatile USG Perforated Hardboard.
Simplicity is secret of construction economy and handsome appearance in House that Beats the Heat. Exterior is of brick and frame, with asphalt shingle roof, and carport is enclosed by masonry wall at right and storage compartment in rear. Roof extension protects entrance and walkway behind triangular brick planter box. House requires wide lot, but would fit 65-foot frontage if carport is omitted or moved to rear.

Open-plan interior (below) unites part of kitchen with dining and living areas, creates spacious sweep from front to rear. Smooth interior walls are the finest—"double wall" system of two layers of fireproof SHEET-ROCK gypsum wallboard. Ceiling is single layer of same material. Floors are terrazzo on concrete slab. Few steps are required with groceries, from carport through door shown here to kitchen counter.
Hot-weather comfort begins at exterior—on inviting rear patio (above) sheltered by canvas panels laced on 1½-in. metal frames. These specially-made panels also hinge down from roof to vertical position to protect windows. Off large 12x21-foot master bedroom (right) is second complete bath in house. Storage walls throughout are Architect Cole’s pre-assembled Fabricon units, but also can be built in conventional way.

POPULAR HOME’S

House that Beats the Heat

This is one of the most comfortable homes in America. Because it was designed around an air conditioning system, it virtually controls its own climate. It has the benefit of careful planning and scientific research, and is a proven success in the Air Conditioned Village of 22 homes sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders at Austin, Tex.

However, the house is more than a “test tube” development. Its designer, Architect Ned A. Cole of Austin, produced year-round comfort and low operating costs by means of efficient air distribution, adequate insulation, effective shading devices, and windows carefully located under a wide roof overhang. It’s a small house, and yet has a spacious living-dining-kitchen combination, three bedrooms, two baths and carport.

Now, you can build the House that Beats the Heat for your family. Simply ask your building materials dealer named on the covers to order low-cost building blueprints No. PH 13-3C (not available with basement). And while you’re there, be sure to look over his new Family-Tested Homes plan book for other ideas. Now’s the time!

Lineup of cabinets produces 20-foot span of counter top in kitchen, plus more on rear wall. Front windows command entrance and street, are shaded by wide overhang. Closet off entrance hall houses 2-ton air conditioner and furnace. System includes ducts in attic, ceiling diffusers, and condenser in yard.

Newest aid to air conditioning is Silver Shield RED TOP Insulating Wool, wrapped in aluminum foil and recommended especially for ceiling installation. This new insulation is such an effective heat barrier that it often permits use of smaller air conditioning unit, reduces operating costs. Ideal for new and old homes—see your USG building materials dealer about it!
If you have an old house to remodel, watch closely this star performance of...

MODERNIZING MAGIC

By Cynthia Montgomery

American tradition runs strong in Washington, D.C., and the Paul Hammonds believe it can live in happy harmony with modern ideas. The proof of their convictions is on these three pages, which show how a very old dwelling was successfully remodeled into a comfortable modern home, planned for family living.

Why did they do it? The house had a desirable location and was sturdily constructed—both favorable and important points to achieve a sound real estate investment by remodeling.

If you’re considering the purchase of an older house or now have one that could be refreshed, the Hammonds’ example proves it can be done. It may take structural changes, new walls and ceilings, built-in cabinets and plenty of paint, but if carefully planned, the end results will be well worth the effort.

Since 1956 is Operation Home Improvement year, why not start a project of your own? And for the advice of an expert, visit the building materials dealer named on the covers. He’s ready to help you live in style!
Ready for today, but with old-fashioned charm, are the kitchen and master bedroom. Kitchen was completely remodeled, with oven and broiler built into fireplace, new cabinets, counter, appliances and floor. In the bedroom, modern wardrobe closets with stock sliding doors were built out two feet into room across one complete wall. Pleasing color scheme combines Heather Gray on three walls with Coral Rose on chimney and ceiling.
Progress by papa may be hindered by young "PJ's" help in building trellis, but it's good training for the lad. Back yard patio and garden were enclosed with high fence, and low screens were installed near house to conceal refuse can and basement stairs. Face-lifted front (left) contrasting what can be done in home improvements, was treated to new stock entrance, shutters and refreshed with paint.

In the modern mood is sewing corner (below) with functional wall of USG Perforated Hardboard, cabinet of pine boards and work surface of 3/8-in. plywood. Other improvement ideas were opening in dining room wall (right), with planter between original studs, and replacing time-worn ceilings throughout house with new surfaces of RED TOP plaster over ROCKLATH plaster base.
No weather worries with these Storm Shingles!

new USG IMPERIAL-LOCK

In wind tunnel tests IMPERIAL-LOCK shingles held fast, even in hurricane blasts of more than 100 miles per hour. In addition to being nailed, the lower edges of shingles are locked into the courses below. Rain or melting snow can't penetrate their heavy weather ends. They carry the Underwriters Laboratories label for fire protection.

NEW SHADOW-ACCENT BEAUTY is particularly pleasing on low-pitched roofs. Sweeping shadow lines, color-toned right into the surface, provide conventional straight-line beauty preferred by discriminating homeowners everywhere. Eight colors to choose from in random pattern “shake” texture—now at your U.S.G. dealer.

NAVAJO RED (shown), PALISADE GRAY, MOJAVE BROWN and SHASTA GREEN— all with SHADOW-ACCENT. Also in BRIAR GREEN, VENETIAN RED, PASTEL BLUE and BRILLIANT GREEN.
come see our collection of COLORS

come up with a beautiful room

There's color galore in our paint store. You don't want to decide your new decorating scheme until you've seen our paint color collection — darks, lights, tints, shades by the dozens. Some are so rare in beauty, even Mother Nature can't match them. Helping you create one-of-a-kind rooms from this mass of colors is our specialty. Fixing you up with the finest in paints, surface preparations, and equipment is our business.

CHULA VISTA LUMBER COMPANY
288 F Street
Chula Vista, California
Tel. GArfield 2-1157

come in — WE'LL HELP YOU GET STARTED ON SPRING DECORATING